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Ti grows in Latin America
Delightful, designable,
durable DERPROSA™ for graphic arts

Ti Terre Haute turns 50!

Barilla® and EXTENDO® for best-in-class
recyclable packaging
Corruven selects SynDECOR® EA
for 3D lighting design

Dear Customers, Dear Colleagues,
For this edition of Ti News, we chose a bold Pop Art style cover. Did it get your attention?
At Taghleef, I challenge our organization to ensure that “wow” extends beyond our products
to the way we do business. We aren’t satisfied with great customer service; we are focused
on exceptional customer engagement. We don’t just talk sustainability; we’re committed to
driving the industry toward the Circular Economy. We don’t just produce films solutions;
we engineer them, constantly improving our existing offerings and introducing new films
that go beyond meeting technical and industrial demands. This is why brand owners and
packaging designers choose Taghleef products: our films enable that “wow” factor that
makes products and packaging stand out among the competition.
Within this issue, we both describe and use these films. For example, our cover uses DERPROSA™ SANDY
ORIGINAL film, emphasizing the Pop Art design with tactile and visual appeal. You will also read about how
we enable our customers to fulfill their promise to support the Circular Economy through products such as
our NATIVIA® BOPLA films. Our mono-material packaging films also support the fulfillment of this promise by
allowing fully recyclable flexible packaging.
The bold and bright cover of this edition also signals some exciting developments happening at Ti. For example,
we are in the process of significant regional growth within the Americas as Biofilm joins our team. In welcoming
Biofilm to the Taghleef Group, we secure our position as a leading supplier of BOPP films in Latin America and
throughout the world, increasing annual production capacity to more than 500,000 tons. By joining their highly
experienced and trained workforce with ours, we will reach higher grounds in product, production, and technical
service that will benefit Ti’s existing clients and the new ones we gain from Biofilm.
With this regional growth, Taghleef increases its global reach. We now have manufacturing operations in 11
countries: Colombia, Mexico, USA, Canada, Italy, Hungary, Spain, Egypt, UAE, Oman, and Australia. We are
positioned to provide a consistent supply of specialty films worldwide as well as proactive and responsive
technical support to customers across six continents.
In the following pages, we share even more news about what’s on the horizon for Ti and how our company
continues to grow and evolve in innovative ways. I personally invite you to engage with Taghleef—our people,
our products, and our services. In partnership with you, we deliver the “wow” you and your customers expect.

Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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Growth in the Americas
Welcoming Biofilm to Taghleef
The addition of Biofilm extends Taghleef’s
production and service models throughout Latin
America. Combined, Taghleef now boasts more
than 540 talented and dedicated individuals serving
the region. The Latin America team knows the
markets and customers, speaks the language, and
brings with them in-depth knowledge of market
needs, priorities, and business cultures.
A stronger product portfolio for Latin America
and beyond

With a greater presence in Latin America, Taghleef’s
existing portfolio of films will now be more readily
available, including the industry’s best label films and
products unique to Ti, such as DERPROSA™, NATIVIA®,
and EXTENDO®. Biofilm’s range of innovative products,
including high barrier metalized films and high seal
integrity films, will still remain an important focus and
will also be expanded for commercial availability.
It’s an exciting time for everyone involved. The
extensive supply chain network Ti has built over the
years will facilitate and expedite the delivery of Biofilm
products throughout the world. The combination of
Taghleef’s global presence with Biofilm’s regional
manufacturing and talented workforce creates a
leading supplier in Latin America and beyond.
Taghleef-Biofilm Integration Kick-Off

From January 14 to 16, more than 60 people met in
Cartagena, Colombia for a Taghleef-Biofilm Integration
Kick-Off. Taghleef leaders from every region and key
representatives from all functions came together to

Altamira, Mexico

Cartagena, Colombia

address relevant issues and
worked in a spirit of camaraderie
and cooperation. Full integration
of each company’s operating areas
is expected in the coming months.
Don Sturgeon, General Manager of
the newly formed Ti Latin America,
remarked, “I was truly impressed by the
quality of work delivered in such a short
time. Experience tells me that the two
teams integrating into one so quickly
and seamlessly means that we’re on
the right trajectory to exceed our own
expectations—and those of our
customers in the region.”

Powered by
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Barilla and Taghleef collaborate
on best-in-class recyclable packaging

In 2017, Barilla set the bar high by introducing a new sustainability target: a zero-waste
packaging goal which is achievable through recyclability and reduction at source and
meets EU requirements.
To achieve this target for its bakery range, Barilla worked closely with Taghleef
Industries’ Research & Development team to develop a new packaging structure that
not only delivers high barrier protection, thus avoiding the risk of any food waste,
but also preserves the high quality of the ingredients—all while meeting the essential
target of being recyclable with a 100% PP mono-material structure.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of traditional packaging ...

... compared to LCA of innovative packaging with EXTENDO®.

Barilla had been using a typical composition of PP/ALU/
PE. The aluminum foil inner layer was selected as it best
met the barrier requirements as measured in oxygen
transmission rates (OTR) and water vapor transmission
rates (WVTR). The PE layer was used for its sealing
properties.

For their innovation in sustainable packaging, Barilla and Ti
decided on XZMU in the EXTENDO® range, which provides
a robust barrier and boosts the final recyclability of the
package. This high barrier metallized BOPP film provides
outstanding barriers to water vapor and oxygen, as well as
excellent aroma and light barriers. Because of its PP base,
EXTENDO XZMU offers a mono-material solution that’s
ultimately recyclable.

To achieve 100% PP-based and therefore recyclable
packaging, all the layers had to be changed. Moreover,
the structure had to provide the same properties and
performance in terms of containment, protection,
printability, convenience, sealability, and compatibility with
existing packaging machines.

Composition

Unit weight
(g/m2)
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traditional
packaging

innovative
packaging

Paper 50 g/m2

OPP 25 μm

Aluminium 7 μm
PE 35 μm

EXTENDO®
XZMU 30 μm
Cast PP 25 μm

100,69

72,80

The team decided to substitute the external paper layer for
a BOPP film to protect the print. This sandwich structure
is a good choice to ensure that the print is protected and
not exposed to outside elements. In addition, the PE layer
was replaced with a cast PP film which provides excellent
sealing and seaming properties for optimum product
protection.
Since EXTENDO XZMU provides OTR and WVTR values
below 0.1 (cc/m²/day and g/m²/day, respectively), the new
packaging upheld the same degree of product shelf life,
despite the lack of aluminum foil. What’s more, the new
BOPP-based structure offers a weight reduction of 27.8%.

Strategies for Sustainability

iMpact categorY
The following environmental
impact categories have been
considered: acidification,
eutrophication, global warming,
photochemical oxidation, ozone
layer depletion.

80%
60%
40%
20%
Acidification

Eutrophication

TRADITIONAL PACKAGING

Global warming

Photochemical
oxidation

Ozone layer
depletion

INNOVATIVE PACKAGING

The LCA evaluation suggests that the new structure delivers
better performance compared to the previous one.

For their innovation in sustainable packaging, Barilla and Ti
decided on XZMU in the EXTENDO range, which provides
a robust barrier and boosts the final recyclability of the
package. This high barrier metallized BOPP film provides
outstanding barriers to water vapor and oxygen, as well as
excellent aroma and light barriers. Because of its PP base,
EXTENDO XZMU offers a mono-material solution that’s
ultimately recyclable.
Good for you, good for the planet, good for the bottom line.

The new packaging meets the requirements for nonrecyclable packaging proposals currently under review in
Europe as well as packaging laws set to be enforced at the
beginning of 2019. As a result, potential fines and fees will
be avoided.
The successful collaboration of Barilla and Ti brought
about “best-in-class” packaging designed to keep food
fresh and help reduce food waste. Thanks to the monomaterial barrier design, EXTENDO films integrate the
concept of eco-design which is one of the principles of the
circular economy.
Barilla’s mission of “Good for you, good for the planet,” is
inspired by the lifestyle and Mediterranean diet of their
home country, Italy. They aim to bring joy and health to
the table without compromising on quality and, above all,
to respect the planet. Taghleef is proud to have played a
key part toward achieving those goals.
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Strategies for Sustainability

Collaboration is key

to meeting growing demand for sustainability
Demand for sustainable packaging is
growing exponentially thanks to more
governments adopting packaging policies
that focus on recyclability, sustainability,
and minimizing food waste.

Italy have developed a sustainable food
packaging solution that meets or exceeds
policy targets while also providing the
aesthetic and protective performance the
marketplace demands.

Bringing together their skills and
technological capabilities, Cavanna SpA,
Sacchital Group, and Taghleef SpA in

The objectives of this collaboration were
very specific: create food packaging
made from 100% renewable sources,
determine the
converting feasibility
of the packaging,
and demonstrate its
machineability on
Cavanna’s highspeed flow pack
machine.

Calling all emus:
recycling becomes art
in Australia
When it comes to repurposing,
Ti Australia has been thinking “outside
the tube.” Partnering with a local
Aboriginal artist and teacher, Dave
Dunn, they created a recycling program
that addresses cultural, social and
environmental issues.

Dave is a resourceful teacher
who is always looking beyond
traditional materials for his art
students to paint. When he learned
that a near constant supply of
empty cardboard cores could be
available, Dave came up with a clever
idea: use the hollow cores to create
painted didgeridoos and emu callers in
his art class. Turns out, when you cut
the cores in half and hit the hollow end
of the caller with your hand, it replicates
the sound of an emu. Who knew?
The result? Something that would
otherwise be discarded becomes a useful
learning tool and medium of cultural
expression for socially disadvantaged
students.
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The result: a duplex structure of
Ti’s NATIVIA® NTSS 20-micron film
laminated to Sacchital NaturaPaper®.
This combination offers the aesthetic
appeal of paper without its inherent
weaknesses in terms of strength,
tightness, and sealing capabilities, and it
also provides an excellent barrier against
grease and mineral oil.
This partnership between Cavanna,
Sacchital, and Ti proves that an
integrated approach involving the entire
value chain—from the development to
the creation of a packaging solution—
is the right direction towards ecoinnovation and environmentally friendly
economic growth.

Packaging and design
for recyclability philosophy
The labels business has undergone dramatic change. Now, the
focus is on more than workability, mechanical performances,
print quality, and special finishes. Today, in addition to these
requirements, there is an increasing international demand to
choose label material based on how it will affect the sorting
and recycling process at the end of the product life.
This “design for recyclability” concept is key to meeting new
European directives that require only plastic packaging that’s
reusable or recyclable in a cost-effective manner by the
year 2030. Official guidelines now exist to help decide what
material should go into a label, primarily based on the material
used for the main packaging body.
For example, for HDPE or PP containers, recycling is easier
if the label is the same material as the packaging, following
the mono-material philosophy, so it’s more likely to be sorted
into the correct material fraction. For other materials, such as
PET containers made of different materials and densities, it’s
easier to separate the two from each other in a specific wet or
dry micro-sorting process.

address evolving environmental challenges. As a concrete
commitment, Ti recently attended a workshop sponsored
by Petcore Europe, the Belgian association that works at the
forefront with all stakeholders in the PET value chain to ensure
and increase post-consumer PET collection and recycling.
The relationship is already proving beneficial. In October,
Ti took part in the Opaque and Difficult to Recycle (ODR)
PET Packaging Working Group in Brussels. With the focus
on sustainable labels and sleeves solutions, the interactive
discussions ranged from the latest developments in plastic
waste sorting methods to the EPBP new quick test protocols
introduced by COREPLA. Ti team members who attended were
also able to network, exchanging opinions and constructive
ideas with representatives of key accounts, including MCC
Label, Avery Dennison, and UPM Raflatac.
Together, and with a view toward the “design for recyclability”
strategy, this networking supports a wider project aimed
at evaluating Ti’s label films and their impact on the final
recycling process.

Among the common substrates, PET is still the most recycled
plastic packaging material in Europe, and all involved in
the rPET value chain are joining a collaborative network to
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Strategies for Sustainability

La economía circular:

Mexico moves towards the Circular Economy
Following in the path of the
world’s more advanced economies,
Mexico and its industrial sector
are taking major steps forward
into environmental and ecological
consciousness. In recent years,
Mexico has continued to invest in
environmental technology, especially
in the areas of air and water
pollution, and to a lesser extent in
waste management. Things have
been changing for the better for all
three over time.
These changes are a result of both
governmental and societal pressures.
Banning the bags. Stopping the straws
In some areas of the country,
regional laws prohibit the
use of plastic bags in
supermarkets and
bakeries.
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In addition, environmental nonprofits
and other organizations have
launched a strong campaign against
plastic straws over the past year,
reducing use by 30 percent in only
two months. Many such initiatives
are geared towards protecting marine
life and minimizing plastic pollution
in oceans and waterways.
The role of Taghleef
With its reputation as a global
leader and innovator, Ti is ideally
positioned to be part of the change:
a go-to resource as Mexico moves

further toward sustainability in
its economy. Customers, including
converters and end-users, are turning
more and more to Ti for their PLA
biodegradable and compostable
plant-based NATIVIA® film range,
as well as for their 100% recyclable
BOPP films for use in straw wraps
and flexible packaging for bakeries
and other food producers.
As Mexico’s economy and
manufacturing become more
sophisticated, so will its search
for solutions that are effective,
economical, and sustainable. Ti’s
success in Mexico will grow as
they continue their commitment
to providing best-in-class
sustainable products,
technology, and
engagement for their
Mexican clients.

Technical Focus

Q&A on Compatibilizers
Compatibilizers are a key component in the
circular economy. What are they? Why are they
important? Taghleef’s Group R&D Manager
Gerhard Wieners sorts it out.
Gerhard Wieners
Group R&D Manager

Q: What are compatibilizers?
A: Compatibilizers typically are block
copolymer chains that, by design, have
different chemistries on each end of the
polymer chain in order to bring together
disparate plastics into a single, viable blend.
Q: Why are they important?
A: Simply stated, they allow mixed plastics,
like polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene
(PP), to be recycled together without
degradation of the value of the blended
result.
Q: How do they work?
A: Compatibilizers arrange themselves at
the interface between the two polymers and
reduce the repellent forces which naturally
occur when dissimilar chemicals are brought
into proximity.
Q: What are the advantages of
compatibilized blends?
A: With suitable materials and processing
conditions, polymer blends can be created
and fine-tuned to provide an attractive
balance of properties suitable for a
multitude of end-use applications.

in recent years which are
efficient in upgrading postconsumer scrap within certain limits
set by polymer physics. Although many
compatibilizers for a broad variety of
polymers have been synthesized in
both commercial and academic studies,
commercialization is limited at this point.
Q: How do compatibilizers fit into the
circular economy?
A: Compatibilizers allow PE and PP from
post-consumer waste to be reused, which
facilities both economic and environmental
benefits. The need for virgin polymers
is reduced, while olefins that previously
would have been relegated to landfills as
waste are now usable. Instead of recycling
that renders undervalued blended plastic,
introducing compatibilizers creates
economic value by increasing performance
and surface properties of the resulting
material, which can then be used in higher
value applications.
Taghleef’s R&D team continues to explore
all innovations in technology, including
compatibilizers, which play an important
role in the circular economy.

Q: Are there compatibilizers for polymers
other than PE and PP?
A: While there is no one-size-fitsall solution, a number of inventive
compatibilizers have been developed
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Wow! Ti Terre Haute turns 50!

Taghleef’s Terre Haute employees,
past and present, celebrated the
site’s 50th anniversary by hosting an
Open House and Car Show for more
than 600 guests in late September.
The two-day event featured a
cornhole tournament, bingo, health
fair, pumpkin patch, petting zoo,
face painting, and fun for the whole
family. Employees also provided
guided tours of the manufacturing
areas, something family members
rarely get to see.
“It was a great opportunity to reflect
on the growth and milestones of
the site over the past 50 years
and to celebrate our employees
who made it possible,” said Larry
Mauer, Director of Operations for
the site. “It’s an honor to recognize
50 years of dedicated employees,
loyal customers, and the highest
standards of quality and service to
the market.”
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Technologically advanced
Terre Haute
As Taghleef looks back at all the
site’s accomplishments, one thing
remains the same—the employees
are proud to call Vigo County home.
Once known for a traditional
economy built on iron, steel, glass,
and mining, Terre Haute has evolved
into a global economy driven by
advanced manufacturing industries.
Some of the most established
nationally and internationally known
companies within the plastics and
chemical sectors operate in the
region, including Ampacet, Bemis,
Poly One, Tredegar, and Taghleef.
Taghleef’s Terre Haute site employs
400 full-time, highly skilled
employees who handle some of the
region’s most technical processes.
The team produces something that
practically everyone can appreciate
any time they open the doors to
their kitchen pantry or pack their
children’s school lunches. “We are
proud to supply quality films for
packaging for Frito-Lay, Mars, Coke,

Pepsi,
Hershey, Nestle,
and many others,” Mauer said.
In 1968, the founders envisioned
a company that would become
the most sophisticated film
manufacturing facility in the
world. As we celebrate the golden
anniversary of the Terre Haute site,
their vision continues to resonate
just as strongly today.

One top coated primer, no phthalates:
no wonder Ti tops the competition
The PSL business is all about superior printability and
high functional performance. While the BOPP substrate
must deliver the desired appearance, die cut efficiently,
and dispense perfectly, the top coat is a product unto
itself. And Taghleef is at the leading edge.
Taghleef has devoted many years both in the United
States and in Spain to the
successful development of top
coated primers that enhance
the performance of their PSL
films. Much of that success is
due to a unique approach and
a focus on a “coating building
block,” which uses a highly
engineered functional top coat in
combination with an underlying
specially developed film to
satisfy the need for the most
universally performing top coated
facestock in the market.
How does this differentiate Ti
from the competition? Other
producers typically have to offer
multiple top coat and primer
combinations for different
applications. Ti customers who
are already confident with any
one of Ti’s top coated products
can rest assured that the single
top coated primer, which delivers
superior printability across the

widest range of print technologies, is the same top coat
used across the entire Ti coated PSL film portfolio.
It also allows Ti to offer a complete range of top coated
PSL products that are free of phthalates—another benefit
that competitors don’t offer.
On the horizon
Rapidly occurring changes in
ink technologies together with
the ubiquitous use of pressure
sensitive labels on almost
any kind of product have only
magnified the need for selfadhesive labels that offer
superior printability in as many
print applications as possible.
Top coated film development
continues as Taghleef explores
specific, niche areas of the PSL
market such as aqueous inkjet
or direct thermal printable labels
which require highly absorbent
topcoats. Stay tuned for further
developments as top coats
form an important segment in
Taghleef’s global drive towards
“making the difference in labels.”
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Delightful, designable, durable
SANDY is a sensation at Luxe Pack
Monaco– and on this Ti News cover
Luxe Pack Monaco 2018 was the perfect occasion to present the latest product
innovations in the DERPROSA™ range of graphic arts films. The star of the show
(and of this magazine issue) is DERPROSA SANDY ORIGINAL.
SANDY is an ultra matte film whose main quality is its granular touch—a bit rough,
yet incredibly pleasant to the touch. As you can see just by looking at the cover of
Ti News, it offers great transparency and can be used like any other BOPP film for
lamination; it’s also available in wet and thermal versions. It wowed the crowd at
Luxe Pack Monaco and will undoubtedly become the differential texture of 2019,
both in premium packaging and in editorial applications.
DERPROSA MATTE PRO-SHIELD also delivers an ultra matte finish along with
exceptional protection against scratching and abrasion. It’s an ideal choice for
protecting packaging during handling and transport, especially when packaging
may be subject to jostling and rubbing against other items.

Sandy walking the red carpet
at Luxe Pack

DERPROSA SOFT TOUCH SMUDGE RESISTANT is the answer to heavy market
demand for a film that wards off fingerprints and smudges. No matter how much
handling a package undergoes, this film can handle it.

Designers try DERPROSA™for free!
A new initiative from Taghleef Industries SLU in Spain offers designers and
brands the opportunity to have their original designs/mock-ups printed and
laminated with any of the DERPROSA™ premium luxury films—for free!
Here’s how it works: Any designer with a specific packaging or editorial project
can send their final artwork, and DERPROSA will print and laminate it with the
films of choice and send the laminated sheets by return mail. Designers and
brand owners can then die cut and assemble the projects to see their original
creations come to life.
This age-old marketing strategy of “try before you buy” offers the opportunity
to test and verify the actual result of using any DERPROSA overlaminate
film in a specific project with very little effort and absolutely no cost. More
information is available online at www.derprosa.com/free-for-designers/.
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e DERPROSA™ for graphic arts
A journey of two decades:
DERPROSA in Latin America
In 1998, DERPROSA™ began their
commercial voyage in Latin America.
Although they did not have internet
or smartphones at the time, they
were armed with innovative gloss and
matte films that were welcomed in
the region. The company continued
to grow over the years, gaining
recognition throughout much of
Central and South America, including
El Salvador, Peru, Colombia, Ecuador,
and Brazil.
When specialty films were launched
in 2010, DERPROSA was the first
to introduce these novel films to
the most well-established printing
companies and graphics suppliers

across Latin America. Bolstered by
Taghleef’s acquisition of DERPROSA
in 2014, growth in the region has
more than doubled; in addition, direct
sales representation in the territory
was added in a central location,
Costa Rica, to help respond to
increasing demand.
Recognizing the efforts of the entire
group—the original DERPROSA
team, the expanded global graphic
arts team, and local Ti managers—
there is every reason to believe that
DERPROSA will continue to grow and
prosper through local distributors and
agents throughout Latin America.

In September 2018, DERPROSA
participated at Grafinca Peru with
the help of new local distributor
B. Vega and his team. Thanks
to the dedication of so many in
DERPROSA-Ti, the Latin America
sales team looks forward to many
opportunities to continue their
expansion, armed with their highquality range of products and their
ongoing relationships with customers
throughout the region.

B.Vega team with Taghleef’s Roberto Gollmann and Roco Correa at Grafinca. Left to right: Jorge Aldave, Eladio Custodio, José Luis Guillen,
Boris Vega, Roberto Gollmann, Roco Correa, and Víctor Ganoza
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Making the Difference

in Labels, Flexible Packaging and Trade Shows

With the theme Making the Difference, Taghleef
showcased the many ways the company is making a
positive impact in the Labels and Flexible Packaging
markets at two North American trade shows recently.

Ti is also making a difference in the way customers
connect with the company and receive information at
trade shows and expos. As part of a commitment to
sustainability and the circular economy, the company
launched a new booth design featuring interactive
displays that enhanced connectivity with guests while
reducing the need for printed materials. In addition to
speaking with Taghleef representatives, guests were
able to use the interactive displays to target the precise
information of interest to them.
Labelexpo Americas 2018
Labelexpo Americas 2018 was held from September 25 to
27 in Chicago. Ti displayed four new voided white top coated
films for PSL facestock applications. PPFB and PPGB are
revolutionary multi-layer barrier films providing extreme
barrier to staining associated with tire, battery, and candle
labeling. PPFP and PPGP are similar products for applications
not requiring such extreme barrier properties. These films offer
a proprietary skin which allows a wide variety of adhesives to
anchor to it—even microspheres and ultra-removables.
Guests also saw Ti’s unique metallic IML film, Titanium™ LTZ,
specifically developed to give high visual impact to the molded
product with either a mirrored reflective “brilliance” finish or an
Ti news 14

eye-catching “gunmetal” matte finish. Also showcased was
the SHAPE360™ range of low-density films for shrink label
applications, which enhance PET recyclability.
Pack Expo International 2018
Pack Expo International 2018 also took place in Chicago from
October 14 to 17. Sustainability featured prominently as a
theme as Ti showcased their NATIVIA® PLA line of films and
engaged customers in discussions concerning the circular
economy. Also highlighted was their global portfolio of
EXTENDO® High Barrier films, which protect food and extend
shelf life, thereby reducing waste.

Ti news from European expos
FachPack and All4Pack
FachPack: Focus on sustainability
and the circular economy

PackTheFuture 2018: Sustainable
plastic packaging award at All4Pack

The circular economy was the main
subject at FachPack, held in Nuremberg,
Germany from September 25 to 27.
Many long-term substrate structures like
Paper/met-PET/PE or PP/ALU/PE have
come under evaluation due to upcoming
German and EU packaging directives.

Taghleef was proud to be a sponsor of
the 4th annual PackTheFuture Award.
Winners were announced at All4Pack in
Paris, France on November 27.

Customers and visitors were looking for
sustainable solutions that tick all the
boxes on barrier and other properties but
require no major changes to conversion
and packaging equipment. Taghleef’s
EXTENDO® and NATIVIA® products are
ideal choices.

PackTheFuture is an initiative of ELIPSO,
The French Plastic and Flexible Packaging
Association and IK Industrievereinigung
Kunststoffverpackungen e.V., the German
Plastics Packaging Association. The award
celebrates sustainable solutions that
showcase the innovative and creative
potential of all kinds of plastic packaging.

This year, 48 entries were received from
across Europe, with 13 winners among
four categories: Ecodesign, Product
Protection, Social Benefit, and Save Food.
This year also featured a special award
for the world’s first recyclable shampoo
bottle made of “beach plastic,” recycled
plastic made from plastic waste collected
from beaches.
The high quality of the entries
demonstrates that members of IK and
ELIPSO have achieved much success in
pursuing sustainable plastic packaging
solutions. The ceremony concluded with
a cocktail reception for more than 100
attendees, hosted by Taghleef.

The EXTENDO range, particularly in OPP/
CPP laminates, offers a mono-material
structure to the market with aroma-,
gas-, vapor-, and mineral oil barriers
plus all the desired sealing properties.
The bio-based NATIVIA portfolio offers
an exceptional carbon footprint and
upcycling opportunities while also
providing a very good mineral oil barrier.
With a partner from Interseroh waste
management systems present at the
Taghleef booth, visitors were able to
learn of packaging solutions and postconsumer recycling at one location.

Taghleef team at FachPack

Vivien Ponthieu, Ti Area Sales Manager France and
Francesca Marcatti, Internal Sales France at All4Pack
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Corporate Sponsorship: Biathlon
A chance to see Susan Dunklee
compete in the BMW World Cup Series

2018-2019
30 NOV-09 DEC

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Pokljuka (SLO)

10 DEC-16 DEC

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Hochfilzen (AUT)

17 DEC-23 DEC

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Nove Mesto (CZE)

07 JAN-13 JAN

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Oberhof (GER)

14 JAN-20 JAN

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Ruhpolding (GER)

21 JAN-27 JAN

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Antholz-Anterselva (ITA)

04 FEB-10 FEB

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Canmore (CAN)

11 FEB-17 FEB

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Salt Lake City, UT (USA)

07 MAR-17 MAR

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Oestersund (SWE)

18 MAR-24 MAR

BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon
Oslo Holmenkollen (NOR)
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Taghleef Industries has been a proud fan and sponsor of US biathlete
Susan Dunklee for the past three World Cup seasons. Susan has
had tremendous success throughout her career in the sport. Her
achievements include placing in the top 10 of the worldwide rankings
as well as competing in the 2014 and 2018 Winter Olympic games.
For the first time ever, Taghleef is bringing the excitement of
biathlon to customers by offering a limited number of tickets to see
a BMW World Cup event up-close and personal.

Tickets are being offered to customers on a first-come, first-served
basis and will not last long!
For more information, contact your regional Ti Salesperson.

Ti helps Italian coffee company
meet new German packaging law
Following the EU “European Strategy for Plastics in a Circular
Economy” at the beginning of 2018, Germany comes first with
a new packaging law called “Verpackungsgesetz” (VerpackG).
The main objective of the new German Packaging Act 2019
(VerpackG) is to reduce the impact of packaging waste on the
environment. It also makes food producers more responsible
for promoting the use of eco-friendly and recyclable
packaging. For example, the more of the packaging structure
that is recyclable, the smaller the tax attributed to it will be.
VerpackG applies to all manufacturers and distributors,
including importers and online retailers selling packaged
products in Germany.

Ti offers a mono-material solution
In this new regulatory context, Ti’s high barrier and BOPP
EXTENDO® films have attracted a lot of interest among
companies looking for Alu-foil, PET, and PVDC replacement—
the replacement of aluminum foil in multilayer structures—
and for solutions based on mono-material (BOPP) laminates
which are recyclable within the plastic stream.
A good example is Taghleef’s recent partnership with two
Italian companies to create an advanced structure for a 1kg
coffee quad seal bag. The partners are Bioplast, who produces
printed packaging and biodegradable bags for food and nonfood, and Saicaf, a company specializing in coffee production
since 1932.
To maintain product quality and freshness, Taghleef
proposed EXTENDO XZMX, a metallized film with high
barrier to substitute Aluminum and PET metal (used in the
traditional structure) and suitable for lamination with other
PP materials.
The resulting new package is made of a PP mono-material
which facilitates recyclability while also providing an ultrahigh barrier to mineral oil, aroma, oxygen, moisture, and
light/UV rays.
Taghleef is analyzing the recyclability of the packages
at two institutions in Germany: INTERSEROH, a major
recycling company, and CYCLOS-HTP, a company specialized
in classification of recycling. Results of the first recycling
analysis of different packages made with EXTENDO films are
expected at the beginning of 2019.

traditional
packaging

innovative
packaging

PET 12 μm

Non sealing transparent
BoPP Film 25 μm
EXTENDO® XZMX
20 μm DO
CAST PP 55μm

Al 8 μm
PE 60 μm
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Corruven selects SynDECOR® EA
for their innovative 3D lighting design

®

Corruven is a Canadian company,
founded and led by former forest
engineer and current CEO Alain
Bélanger, whose philosophy can
be summed up in his words: “If
we cannot fight the demand for
resources, we will have to optimize
their usability. We need to find ways
of meeting demands by using only
a fraction of the resources currently
required.”
Sustainability through innovation is
at the heart of Corruven’s mission,
which aligns ideally with Taghleef’s
commitment to environmental
responsibility and the circular
economy.
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Ti is excited about Corruven’s
selection of SynDECOR® EA for their
3D Series lighting. SynDECOR EA is a
BOPP-based decorative overlay that
has an electron beam cured top coat
and pre-applied hot melt adhesive,
so it’s ready to laminate with just a
hot nip roll. The 3D Series products
feature a new durable, lightweight,
and eco-friendly corrugated material
to which SynDECOR EA is laminated.
With its ability to deliver substrate
protection with less material and
more environmentally friendly
components, it’s the perfect
choice for this innovative lighting
system that boasts both functional
performance and sustainability.

“The engineers at Corruven like that
SynDECOR EA eliminates the cost
and mess of machine-applied glue,”
®
remarked Alain Bélanger. “The film
is easy to apply in our manufacturing
process and suits the design
aesthetic.”

Ti looks forward to partnering
with Corruven as well as other
innovators in sustainable design
and manufacturing to develop the
product solutions of the future.

Generation Alpha’s effect on IML films
Today’s socioeconomic landscape is
often defined by the generations.
The Baby Boomers are the sunset,
while Gen Xers, Millennials, and
Gen Zers are shining brightly. Now,
Generation Alpha is dawning. Born
after 2010, Alphas are speculated
to be the most transformational
generation yet. They’ll be the
largest generation our world has
ever seen, not to mention the most
technologically aware and most
influential consumers.
So, how will Generation Alpha
consumer behaviors change
consumer product packaging, and
how will IML technology evolve
and adapt? No one has a crystal
ball, but there are aspects that
“Alpha Gen” will embrace and drive
in the future, namely reduced
environmental impact, connectivity
with consumers, process efficiency,
functionality, and digital
technology integration.
Alpha-IML films will likely address
the concern for environmental
impact of rigid plastic containers by
offering BOPP film solutions with
post-consumer recycle content—a
big challenge both in terms of
quality of recycle material and
food contact certifications. The
replacement of paper IML with
paper-look synthetic films will

enable mono-material packaging
that is highly recyclable. Waste
and cost reduction are also critical,
so printing, molding, and filling
efficiency are key to being on the
competitive edge. Thinner BOPPs
of the future should sheet, feed,
print, and die cut faster than paper
and are expected to replace paper
and be re-usable, as well.
And that’s not all. Alpha-IML
films could allow new haptics
and the integration of fragrances
that recall positive images and
memories in the consumer’s mind,
as well as longer shelf life for
foods and reduced food waste.
Digitalization of packaging
might not only incorporate
RFID, QR, NIR technologies but
may also include wastesorting taggants
and identifiers
to help in the
war on plastics.
With the widest
IML portfolio in the
industry, Ti is ideally positioned to
shape the future of IML.
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Ti Europe: Building a “Next Generation”
management team

When the market hits rough waters, finding a solid rock for
orientation and support is essential.
Customers today face an extraordinary array of challenges—
rough waters—in managing their businesses and planning
for growth: product design and quality, production efficiency,
distribution networks, circular economy mandates, and of
course, cost management. By adapting our management
structure, Taghleef is positioning itself to be the solid rock
customers can rely on.
Europe management is transitioning to a new generation
team, where the leadership in key frontline areas has been
restructured to offer product expertise and a project approach
with customer service as a focus.
With its base in Germany, Ti Europe is ideally located to offer
easy access to all points in the continent—North, South, East,
and West. By developing and spreading the power of the
Ti Sales Force throughout Europe, more customers will
grow in awareness of the strategic value of working
with Taghleef.
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The goal is to provide the most advantageous cost,
technology, and time-to-market solution for each customer.
For that reason, Supply Chain is now leading the process of
plant selection in concert with Sales. As a result, decision
making, coordination within Europe, and connection with
offshore production centers are streamlined and more
efficient.
Sales now can count on reinforced Business Unit teams in the
key areas of Labels, Flexible Packaging, and Technical films.
This tripod model provides the solid base that allows a faster
momentum from project mode to actual implementation
by removing the hurdles hampering customers’ growth
initiatives.
Savvy customers understand that the least expensive product
price does not always turn out to be the best value. Under
the leadership of the Ti Europe Sales Director and in close
connection with Key Account managers, Taghleef will work
in partnership with their clients to customize the products,
processes, and strategic solutions that will
make them successful.

Ti at Propak West Africa:
It’s all about growth

Propak West Africa is easy to summarize: three days of
positivity that provided a true reflection of the growing
nature of the flexible packaging industry in Nigeria and
across greater West Africa.
Taghleef Industries exhibited at the show to celebrate
their long presence in Africa’s biggest economy and most
populous country and to showcase their innovative BOPP
products that are sustainable, both economically and
environmentally.
Held in Lagos at the Landmark Convention Centre from
September 18 to 20, Propak 2018 drew thousands of
attendees looking for next-generation technology and
products in flexible packaging. Taghleef’s blue and
white booth welcomed many of the top names in the
industry and provided countless opportunities for building
customer relationships. Visitors learned about Ti’s wide
range of film solutions, including their SHAPE360TM shrink
label films; in addition, many showed particular interest in

their IML films, as IML is emerging as the next innovation
in the market.
Mobilizing its global expertise and geographical insights
within Africa, Ti is fully geared to take its customers in
Nigeria and West Africa to the next level.

Ti-AMEA Sales Managers Abdul Rasheed and Agnel Pinto

Taghleef strengthens customer
relationships in Sri Lanka
Colombo’s cool breeze and the locals’ warm hospitality
welcomed the Ti team to COMPLAST Sri Lanka. Taghleef
Industries participated in the event to showcase its wide
portfolio of offerings, reconnect with customers, and
network with potential partners.

Ti introduced its NATIVIA® and DERPROSA™ brands in
answer to the region’s growing demands for premium
value-added and specialty film options that allow more
sustainable packaging solutions.

Left to Right: Yasara Jayasundra, I.L. Dawood of Global Packaging Services Ltd., Maria
Monique Murillo and Agnel Pinto from Taghleef Industries LLC, and Anfaz Dawood of
Global Packaging Services.

The culmination of the visit was a gathering with
customers for a night of celebration and recognition
of fifteen successful years in Sri Lanka, along with a
special thank you to their local partner, Mr. I.L. Dawood,
and the team from Global Packaging Services for their
commitment and support in serving the local market
alongside Taghleef Industries.

Ti expresses appreciation for the opportunities and
relationships they have in Sri Lanka, saying thank you—or,
in the local language, “Bohoma Istuti, Sri Lanka!”

Ti team and Sri Lankan customers during the get-together
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Making the difference

in our CommuniTies around the world
As a global enterprise, our
connections between employees
and customers span the
world. As busy as we all are
with our business and family
responsibilities, we always take
time to focus on the connections
we share with our communities.
In Italy
Once again, a team from Ti
participated in a day-long run for
charity in the heart of Udine, Italy
in support of Fondazione Telethon.
Held on the first weekend of
December, this 24-hour-long race
brings together hundreds of teams
of 24 members. Each team member
takes a turn running for one hour,
starting at 3pm Saturday and ending
at 3pm Sunday. This year marks
the 20th run, and Taghleef is proud
to participate in this event to raise
funds that support research for rare
genetic diseases.

In Spain

In 2018, Taghleef Industries SLU
continued their collaboration with
11q España association. Its mission
is to provide support for parents
and families of children affected
by Jacobsen Syndrome, a rare
chromosome disorder, through
communication, raising awareness,
and other cooperative activities.
Ti supports this important
organization by supplying the
DERPROSA™ film used to produce
their yearly calendar.

Left: Telethon in Udine
Top Center: 111q Espana 2019 Calendar
Top Right: Silvia Lara, 2018 Andalusian Champion
Bottom Right: Sierra Club members with sponsors flag
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Taghleef believes in people and
their values, including sport and
fellowship, and that’s one of the
reasons they sponsor a Sierra Club
run in the countryside. The “Club
Sierra Sur de Jaén – montaña y
atletismo” has its roots in the
promotion of the Sierra Sur de
Jaén, a beautiful, natural area
in the region where Ti Spain is
located. The club, which was
launched in the beginning of 2018,
has already made a significant
impact, both nationally and
internationally. Taghleef is
especially proud to announce that
their local runner, Silvia Lara, has
been proclaimed Champion of the
Andalusian Cup of Mountain Races
in 2018.

2019 Global Events

Jan 27-30

ProSweets

Cologne, Germany

Mar 5-8

Expográfica

Mexico City, Mexico

Mar 12-14

CFIA

Rennes, France

Apr 1-2

Int’l Sleeve Label Conference

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Apr 7-9

Africa Food Manufacturing

Cairo, Egypt

Apr 8-10

Decorative Surfaces Conference

Berlin, Germany

May 5-7

Composite Panel Association

Naples, USA

May 15-16

Luxe Pack New York

New York, USA

May 21-22

PLMA International

Amsterdam, Netherlands

May 21-24

CHINAPLAS

Guangzhou, China

Jun 2-4

IMDA Symposium

Franklin, USA

Jun 5-7

FINAT European Label Forum

Copenhagen, Denmark

Jun 18-19

Thin Wall Packaging Conference

Chicago, USA

Jul 18-19

Seminario FLEXO

San Salvador, El Salvador

Sep 24-26

FachPack

Nuremberg, Germany

Sep 24-27

Labelexpo Europe

Brussels, Belgium

Sep 30-Oct 2

Luxe Pack Monaco

Monaco, Monaco

Oct 6-8

Composite Panel Association

Denver, USA

Nov 19-22

Andina Pack

Bogota, Colombia
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www.ti-films.com

www.ti-films.com

Follow us:

Follow us:

www.ti-ﬁlms.com

